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to me
A long time ago I had actually intended not to take back Stan and Alan because they are both heavily on drugs and are very
unstable, but now that I read and read the emails from Alan, I feel compelled to blow the bomb how much it actually hurts
me because I was fighting for Stan Stan is heavily coke addicted under the influence of Alan here I also have sound
recordings of that Stan sent to me if he was afraid he has a lot of coke in the house he sniffs a lot and he hacks internet
casinos I send you audio recordings if you want from Stan and Alan where you can hear this he has been doing this for 10
years and has millions of dollars. Joran still get silent money for that to keep the secret silent and as a Joran does not get any
more money he sends the documents to the press he has not yet done so he has only said in the press that there is an online
casino scammer in the Netherlands who works as an accomplice for him to frighten that joran then got no money for a while
I never stood behind his criminal life I literally don't care about money I live in a small social home Alan buys the most
expensive things ordered of everything with stolen money I got proof of Joran's casino hacking I Can she send you if you
want Stan is probably trying to lie smart but not going so much anymore. Proof he has been threatened for a long time by
Rachid who demands 100,000 euros back from Stan Rachid even has a team of knuckles stopping the father of Stan last
year mett with threat we need money from Je Rachid is entitled to this does stan his parents with his way of life stan fled for
Rachid and alan even now Alan uses a lot of pressure and stan Alan has been in a perverted submissive mood to Rachid he
flirts with him perverted horny and meet him and have sex while the parents of stan hate Rachid and he threatened them
Rachid also approached me and asked previous Just a week if I wanted to see clairvoyantly if he was infected with HIV
because he suspects Alan and they put AIDS blood in his drink I'll send you the phone calls I recorded with Rachid, he's
probably just having sex with had them therefore I take back Rachid I send him a lot of fear energy then he calls again and
begs if I do not want to do it I am now reporting the secret of Stan everywhere this monster must be stopped I have done a
lot for him. But I am doing very well now I have a nice Tough Friend Stan literally has no teeth in his mouth anymore
because he never brushes it and I find that sincerely pathetic professional help he does not accept and he continues to hack
casinos he lives now in Valkenburg I have his address again a closet of a house it is special that Stan has been able to do this
for so many years and is still not stuck but I will do everything to get him and Alan behind bars I have all the evidence in
my hands where he can break him.alan's mother also uses drugs herself and manages the big money in Poland which is
stolen weekly and in the name of the grandmother of Alan his mother was already very unstable and professional whore and
a pale drug junk with a thin ugly appearance if you do not believe this I want to send you all the evidence I am sure that
Stan and Alan will be murdered or arrested because they brag about their money they are under the influence Rachid from
Maastricht wee r where his father was in tbs for many years now free again he was a killer of the mafia so Rachid also the
father of stan apparently does not even know that he is heavily on drugs and that Rachid who got his father stuck Now that
Sex has a relationship with Alan and I can send it all to you tomorrow. I hope Stan and Alan will be picked up or die
because they destroy everything. This is unfortunately the truth. I have nothing to do with it, but then you are at least really
aware of the real bad guys also being the last Whatsapp of Rachid two weeks ago Robbert make sure that this monster is
stopped immediately he has destroyed my life with a document it is too crazy for this but it is unfortunately really true I am
also going to send these listened recordings to the father of Stan where Racid is heard talking about the visits to Alan and
Stan. I have an app on the phone that records all the conversations where Rachid tells about the sex and the address of theirs
in Valkenburg so he really was there stan sent me voce clips sad how many times Alan threatened him and forces him to
snort coke and hit him very hard very often Alan has stan smashed his eardrum can send proof you get this kind of messages
I get concerns I got completely upset here. I didn't want to tell you this because Stan and Alan are actually very easy to get
hold of in an all-ruining way. Stan has been the last straw that has ruined trust in people for me. I often called his parents
when I thought it was not going well. him or that he would lie dead on the bed maybe if there was an argument again then
the other day he lied to his parents again that it was not true luckily I listened to all the recordings I kept standing even
though he promised literally a hundred times that he would come to me pleasantly and never did. As Stan has always been,
there is no feeling of change. I also have proof that Alan is cheating and he is deceiving very hard, but that is furthermore
his own problem. I am now going to make sure that the truth comes to light because I do not support his practices and Alan's
also I say sincerely that there is a big chance that their door will be taken out today or tomorrow and Justice will be on the
coffee will be smart to erase things on computer but I advise Justice to let internet traffic read from the provider, he has also
installed joran and also via Facebook account and Messenger where he called Richard also many incriminating things about
stan sent just after the break with stan the conversations were suddenly removed and Quran no longer approached me for
money from stan. So I give the advice that those conversations back to the provider the last message I received from Quran
was I worry worry about Stan and Alan the situation is getting out of hand. Unfortunately it is now too late when Alan and I
start a smear campaign and I have to warn people about their real practices.
Greetings Robbert

